Transcending Psychosis: The Complexity of Comorbidity in Schizophrenia.
Schizophrenic illness encompasses diverse clinical phenomena and consists of unclear underlying pathogeneses. For the past century, the comorbidities in schizophrenia have drawn persistent interest and debate due to its high prevalence rate and a need for better management. However, its clinical and biological diversity continue to challenge both the practicing clinicians and researchers. Emerging clinical and research evidence in the past decade suggest a distinct biopsychosocial pathogenesis and unique clinical attributes in some comorbid disorders in patients with schizophrenia. In addition, current evidence also supports improved outcomes with specific assessment and treatment of these subgroup of schizophrenia. The recent changes in DSV-5 and shift in the NIMH focus towards the real world clinical practice and research provide increased impetus to explore the pathogeneses and treatment of schizophrenia with comorbid disorders.